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Gravitational holography and trapped surfaes
D.Bar
Abstrat
We have previously disussed the harateristis of the gravitational waves (GW)
and have, theoretially, shown that, like the orresponding eletromagneti (EM) waves,
they also demonstrate, under ertain onditions, holographi properties. In this work
we have expanded this disussion and show that the assumed gravitational holographi
images may, theoretially, be related to another property of GW's whih is their possible
relation to singular (or nonsingular) trapped surfaes. We also show that this possibility
may be, theoretially, related even to weak GW's.
Pas Numbers: 42.40.-i, 04.20.Gz, 04.30.-w, 04.30.Nk
Keywords: Gravitational Waves, Holography, Trapped Surfaes
1 INTRODUCTION
It is aepted in the literature that no gravitational wave (GW) [1, 2, 3℄ passes a spaetime
region without leaving its ngerprints in this region [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄. As emphasized
in [7℄ eah GW is haraterized by its own intrinsi spaetime the geometry of whih is
imprinted upon the passed region in the sense that its geometry assume the same form as
that of the GW. The imprinted geometry may be either stable for a long time if the relevant
GW is strong or transient if it is weak [5, 8, 9, 10℄. This geometry is, theoretially, traed
and loated in the related trapped surfae [4, 5, 9, 10℄. Among the dierent kinds of these
surfaes one may nd either the singular trapped ones [5, 6, 7, 9℄ or the nonsingular ones
[8℄ whih are related to the regular and asymptotially at initial data [1, 5, 11, 12, 13℄ in
vauum. Both kinds of these surfaes are related to strong GW's where, as mentioned, weak
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ones have only a transient inuene upon spaetime. One may note the extensive numerial
work regarding, espeially, the ollapse of soure-free GW's in vauum [5, 9, 10, 11, 14℄ to
blak holes with the aompanying apparent horizons [5, 9, 10, 15℄.
In [16℄ we have ompared the EM theory with the linearized version of general relativity
and have arrived at a possible theory of gravitational wave holography in whih the subjet,
the referene [17, 18℄ and the reonstruting [17, 18℄ waves are all GW's. We note that
a more thorough omparison between the EM theory and the linearized version of general
relativity has led Kuhar [20℄ to the onept of extrinsi time whih is anonially onjugate
to spatial oordinates and not to the energy as is the usual intrinsi time. The basis of the
omparison in [16℄ whih leads to the assumed holographi properties for GW's is the phase
dierene and the interferene whih are found to exist for both EM [17, 18℄ and gravita-
tional [16℄ plane waves. This may be related to the onlusions in [6, 7℄ that the ollision
(orresponds to interferene) between two plane waves results with a strengthening (orre-
sponds to onstrutive interferene) of them with the onsequene of forming a singularity
in the related region whih is, generally, surrounded by a surfae. Thus, the gravitational
holographi image whih is haraterized by:
(1) The same spaetime geometry as that of the generating GW [16℄. (2) Changing the
spaetime urvature in the region ontaining it relative to neighbouring regions. And (3)
is formed from the onstrutive interferene of two plane waves orresponds to the trapped
surfae [5, 15℄ whih, likewise, (1) has the same spaetime geometry as that of the forming
GW [5, 10℄. (2) denotes a hange in spaetime urvature in the region whih ontains it
[4, 5℄. And (3) results also from the strengthening ollision of two plane waves [6, 7℄. This
orrespondene may lead one to adopt for gravitational holography the same onlusions
and methods applied for trapped surfaes, suh as, for example, alulating their intrinsi
geometry.
We note that although we refer here, as the basis for any linearized disussion of general
relativity, to weak GW's, whih entails only a small transient hange in spaetime urvature
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[10℄ this small hange may, however, persists if the GW whih gives rise to it stays in the
related region. This is the same as the optis holograpi images whih are seen only when the
reonstruting (referene) wave is sent through the hologram. That is, there exists a strong
orrespondene between the (visualized) material of the optis holographi image whih is
made from the light of the EM wave and the material of the gravitational holographi image
(trapped surfae) whih is related to the mass of the GW. Note that this mass were shown
to be real and positive even for a soure-free GW in vauum [4, 5℄ and without it no hange
in urvature results.
The mentioned trapped surfaes may, in priniple, be visualized by drawing embedding
diagrams [1, 4, 5, 10℄ of their geometry. As noted in [5℄ it is a diult task to embed the
whole trapped surfae but one an manage to embed the equatorial plane espeially if it has
rotational symmetry suh as the initial data of Brill [5, 10, 11℄ or the Kuhar's ylindrial
ones [20℄. Some embedding methods may be found, for example, in [11℄ or [5℄. We show here
that the gravitational holographi image, whih (1) result from the onstrutive interferene
of plane GW's [16℄ and (2) are restrited to small regions [16℄, may be regarded as a kind
of trapped surfae [4, 5℄. For this purpose we have alulated, using the methods in [5℄, the
geometry of the equatorial plane of the related holographi image.
In Setion II we alulate the relevant expressions, suh as the metris, polarization
and loations of test partiles (TP), for the linearized plane GW in the transverse trae-
less (TT) gauge [1℄. The mathematial proess [1℄, leading to the alulated loations of
TP's, is introdued, for ompletness, in Appendix A. In Setion III we alulate the relevant
intensity, exposure and transmittane for the GW's whih onstitute the gravitational holo-
graphi proess introdued in [16℄. In setion IV we use the methods in [5℄ for alulating
and introduing the appropriate embedded trapped surfaes [5, 4℄ related to the disussed
gravitational holography. The orresponding embedding, resulting under ertain onditions
from EM waves, is alulated in Appendix B. As mentioned, the basis for the assumed
gravitational holography was the omparison in [16℄ between EM theory and the linearized
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version of general relativity. This omparison, beginning from the initial separate waves and
their interferene, ontinuing with their related intensity, exposure and transmittane and
ending with the orresponding trapped surfaes is demonstrated in Table 1. We summarize
our results with a Conluding Remarks Setion.
2 The linearized plane gravitational wave
A gravitational wave is known to be haraterized [1, 2℄ by an osillating urvature tensor
whih auses the immediate neighbourhood of the spae-time region through whih it pass
to orrespondingly osillate [1℄. An example of suh an osillation is shown in Figure 1 where
a irular array of TP's hanges its form to an ellipti one. If the relevant region inludes the
loation of any two neighbouring TP's, whih move along geodesi lines, then the interval
between these lines also osillates. We disuss two representative TP's, denoted A and B,
eah traversing its own geodesi denoted also by the same A and B. The separation between
A and B is denoted by the vetor n. The alulations here, suh as the proper loations of B
are done with respet to the proper referene frame of A. That is, the spatial origin xj = 0
is loated on the world line of A and the oordinate time x0 is idential to its proper time,
e.g., x0 = τA. The system is also assumed to be nonrotating and so it may be onsidered to
be a loal Lorentz frame [1, 21℄ along the whole world line of A and not just at one event
of it. As mentioned, we disuss here weak GW's and the orresponding linearized theory of
gravitation. Thus, one may write the metri tensor as
gµν = ηµν + hµν +O(hµν)
2, (1)
where ηµν is the Lorentz metri tensor [1, 21℄ and hµν is a small metri perturbation whih,
as emphasized in [1℄, denotes also the passing GW whih is itself a traveling perturbation in
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spaetime [1, 2℄. The metri, therefore, is [1℄
ds2 = −dx0
2
+ δjkdx
jdxk +O(|xj|2)dxαdxβ (2)
We use the transverse-traeless (TT) gauge [1, 2℄ in whih the tensor hµν is onsiderably
simplied and redues to a minimum number of omponents [1℄. In this gauge the ompo-
nents of the metri tensor satisfy (1) hTTµ0 = 0, that is, any omponent of the metri tensor,
exept the spatial ones, vanishes, (2) hTTkj,j = 0, so that these omponents are divergene-free
and (3) are also trae-free, e.g., hTTkk = 0. Thus, sine, as mentioned, the gravitational wave
is the same as hTTjk it, naturally, has the same properties.
The relevant alulations for the hanged loation (due to the passing GW) of B relative
to A are introdued in [1℄ and repeated, for ompletness, in Appendix A. The expression for
this loation is
x
j
B(τ) = x
k
B(0)(δjk +
1
2
hTTjk )atA (3)
In the following we refer to a plane monohromati gravitational wave advaning in the
general nˆ diretion where the TP's A and B and the geodesis along whih they propagate
lie in the plane perpendiular to nˆ. Denoting the two perpendiular diretions to nˆ by enˆ1 ,
enˆ2 and omparing the polarization of the GW to that of the EM waves one may realize [1℄
that to the unit polarization vetors enˆ1 and enˆ2 of the eletromagneti linearly polarized
wave, whih propagates in the nˆ diretion, there orrespond the following gravitational unit
linear-polarization tensors
e+nˆ1nˆ1
= enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ1 − enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ2 = −
(
enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ2 − enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ1
)
= −e+nˆ2nˆ2 (4)
e×nˆ1nˆ2
= enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ2 + enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ1 =
(
enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ1 + enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ2
)
= e×nˆ2nˆ1 ,
where ⊗ denotes the tensor produt. In the following we denote by r the position vetor of
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a point in spae and its omponents by r1, r2, r3. Thus, taking into aount, as mentioned
after Eq (2), that in the TT gauge the following onstraints hold hTTµ0 = 0, h
TT
ij,j = 0, h
TT
kk = 0
one realizes, using Eq (4), that, for the GW propagating in the nˆ diretion, the only nonzero
omponents whih remain are [1℄
hTT+nˆ1nˆ1
= ℜ
(
A+e+nˆ1nˆ1e
−ifteikrnˆ
)
= A+e+nˆ1nˆ1 · cos
(
k
(
r1 cos(α) + r2 cos(β) + r3 cos(η)
)
−
−ft
)
= −hTT+nˆ2nˆ2
= −ℜ
(
A+e+nˆ2nˆ2e
−ifteikrnˆ
)
= (5)
= −A+e+nˆ2nˆ2 · cos
(
k
(
r1 cos(α) + r2 cos(β) + r3 cos(η)
)
− ft
)
hTT×nˆ1nˆ2
= ℜ
(
A×e×nˆ1nˆ2e
−ifteikrnˆ
)
= A×e×nˆ1nˆ2 · cos
(
k
(
r1 cos(α) + r2 cos(β) + r3 cos(η)
)
−
−ft
)
= hTT×nˆ2nˆ1
= ℜ
(
A×e×nˆ2nˆ1e
−ifteikrnˆ
)
= (6)
= A×e×nˆ2nˆ1 · cos
(
k
(
r1 cos(α) + r2 cos(β) + r3 cos(η)
)
− ft
)
where ℜ denotes the real parts of the expressions whih follow. The amplitudes A+ and A×
are related, respetively, to the two independent modes of polarization e+nˆ1nˆ1
(= −e+nˆ2nˆ2 )
and e×nˆ1nˆ2
(= e×nˆ2nˆ1 ), k is
2pi
λ
, f is the time frequeny, and cos(α), cos(β), cos(η) are the
diretion osines of nˆ. Thus, one may write the perturbation hTTjk , resulting from the passing
GW, as
hTTjk = h
TT
+jk
+ hTT×jk = ℜ
(
(A+e+jk + A×e×jk)e
−ifteikrnˆ
)
(7)
= (A+e+jk + A×e×jk) cos
(
k
(
r1 cos(α) + r2 cos(β) + r3 cos(η)
)
− ft
)
The eet of the perturbation upon the interval between two TP's may best be understood
by onsidering a large number of TP's B whih form a losed ring around the TP A in
the enter. The eet of the passing wave with either e+ or e× polarization upon the ring
is shown in Figure 1. From this gure one may realize that irular array of the TP's B is
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periodially hanged by the passing plane GW to ellipti one. These periodi hanges depend
upon the phase of the GW as shown in the gure. Sine we disuss here several dierent
GW's suh as the subjet and the referene ones we denote these waves by the appropriate
suxes S (for subjet) and R (for referene). Substituting from Eq (7) into Eq (A11) of
Appendix A, whih gives the hange in the spatial interval between the TP's A and B due
to the passing subjet GW, one obtains for j = n1
xnˆ1BS =
{
xnˆ1B(0)S +
1
2
(
A+e+nˆ1nˆ1x
nˆ1
B(0)S
+ A×e×nˆ1nˆ2x
nˆ2
B(0)S
)
· (8)
· cos
(
k
(
x cos(α) + y cos(β) + z cos(η)
)
− ft
)}
atA
And for j = n2 one obtains
xnˆ2BS =
{
xnˆ2B(0)S +
1
2
(
A×e×nˆ2nˆ1x
nˆ1
B(0)S
+ A+e+nˆ2nˆ2x
nˆ2
B(0)S
)
· (9)
· cos
(
k
(
x cos(α) + y cos(β) + z cos(η)
)
− ft
)}
atA
Denoting the osine expression cos
(
k
(
x cos(α) + y cos(β) + z cos(η)
)
− ft
)
by D one may
realize from the last two equations that the loation of the TP's B has been hanged, due to
the passage of the GW, from the initial value of (xnˆ1B(0)S + x
nˆ2
B(0)S
) to the nal one of
xnˆBS = x
nˆ1
B(0)S
(
1 +
D
2
(A+e+nˆ1nˆ1 + A×e×nˆ2nˆ1 )
)
+ xnˆ2B(0)S
(
1 +
D
2
(A+e+nˆ2nˆ2 + (10)
+A×e×nˆ1nˆ2 )
)
= (xnˆ1B(0)S + x
nˆ2
B(0)S
)
(
1 +
DA×e×nˆ1nˆ2
2
)
+ (xnˆ1B(0)S − x
nˆ2
B(0)S
) ·
DA+e+nˆ1nˆ1
2
,
where the last result was obtained from the rst of Eqs (4). One may see from Eq (10) that
the hange in the loation of B due to the subjet GW amounts to
∆xnˆBS = (x
nˆ1
B(0)S
+ xnˆ2B(0)S )
DA×e×nˆ1nˆ2
2
+ (xnˆ1B(0)S − x
nˆ2
B(0)S
) ·
DA+e+nˆ1nˆ1
2
(11)
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As shown [16℄ this hange is added to a similar hange due to a seond GW whih onstru-
tively interfere with the former GW. The resulting sum is imprinted in spaetime in the sense
that a irular array of TP's is hanged to an ellipti one. The theory of this interferene
and the resulting gravitational holographi image has been detaily desribed in [16℄ and we
introdue in the following setion the results obtained there.
3 The gravitational intensity, exposure and transmittane
The referene wave denoted by the sux R may be given, as done in [16℄, by an expression
similar to Eq (7) and the hange in the loation of the TP B due to its passage may, likewise,
be written in a form similar to Eqs (8)-(11). Thus, using Eq (7) and the expression [16℄ for the
intensity of GW, one may write the intensity of the total wave resulting from the interferene
of the subjet and referene waves as
I(S+R)jk = (h
TT
+Sjk
+ hTT×Sjk
)(hTT+Sjk
+ hTT×Sjk
)∗ + (hTT+Rjk
+ hTT×Rjk
) ·
·(hTT+Rjk
+ hTT×Rjk
)∗+ < (hTT+Sjk
+ hTT×Sjk
)(hTT+Rjk
+ hTT×Rjk
)∗ + (12)
+(hTT+Sjk
+ hTT×Sjk
)∗(hTT+Rjk
+ hTT×Rjk
) >,
where the asteri denotes the onjugate part of the relevant omplex expressions. In the fol-
lowing we append to A+, A×, e+, e×, r, n the suxes S and R to dierentiate between the
subjet and referene GW's. Thus, we use [1, 16℄ for the subjet and referene GW's the fol-
lowing expressions; hTT+Sjk
= A+Se+Sjke
−ifSteikrSnˆS , hTT×Sjk
= A×Se×Sjk e
−ifSteikrSnˆS , hTT+Rjk
=
A+Re+Rjk e
−ifRteikrRnˆR , hTT×Rjk
= A×Re×Rjk e
−ifRteikrRnˆR . Assuming, as generally done in op-
tis holography, the same frequeny fS = fR = f for the subjet and referene GW's one ob-
tains for the average fators in the third average term in Eq (12) limT→∞
1
2T
∫ T
−T e
i(fR−fS)tdt =
limT→∞
1
2T
∫ T
−T dt = 1. Thus, one may write Eq (12) as
I(S+R)jk =
(
A+Se+Sjk + A×Se×Sjk
)
·
(
A+Se+Sjk + A×Se×Sjk
)∗
+ (13)
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+
(
A+Re+Rjk + A×Re×Rjk
)
·
(
A+Re+Rjk + A×Re×Rjk
)∗
+
+2
(
A+Se+Sjk + A×Se×Sjk
)
·
(
A+Re+Rjk + A×Re×Rjk
)
cos
(
ik(rSnS − rRnR)
)
,
where the trigonometri identity eik(rSnS−rRnR)+e−ik(rSnS−rRnR) = 2 cos
(
k(rSnS−rRnR)
)
is used. One may realize from Eq (13) that for cos
(
k(rRnR − rSnS)
)
= 0 there is no
interferene at all between the GW's hTT+Sjk
, hTT×Sjk
and hTT+Rjk
, hTT×Rjk
and the total intensity
I(S+R)jk is the addition of the separate intensities ISjk and IRjk . That is, for (k(rSnS −
rRnR)
)
= Npi
2
where N are the uneven numbers N = 1, 3, 5..... one obtains
I(S+R)jk(cos(k(rSnS−rRnR))=0)
=
(
A+Se+Sjk + A×Se×Sjk
)
·
(
A+Se+Sjk + A×Se×Sjk
)∗
+
+
(
A+Re+Rjk + A×Re×Rjk
)
·
(
A+Re+Rjk + A×Re×Rjk
)∗
(14)
For cos(k(rSnS−rRnR)) 6= 0 the interferene between the GW's h
TT
+Sjk
, hTT×Sjk
and hTT+Rjk
, hTT×Rjk
does not vanish and the intensity I(S+R)jk depends upon the value of cos(k(rSnˆS − rRnˆR)).
Thus, for cos(k(rRnR − rSnS)) = ±1 one have
I(S+R)jk(cos(k(rS nˆS−rRnˆR))=±1)
=
[(
(A+Se+Sjk + A×Se×Sjk
)
± (15)
±
(
A+Re+Rjk + A×Re×Rjk
)]2
,
where the + sign between the two terms at the right orresponds to cos(k(rSnˆS−rRnˆR)) = 1
and the − sign to cos(k(rSnˆS−rRnˆR)) = −1. Equation (15) may be used in onjuntion with
Figure 1 to dierentiate between onstrutive and destrutive interferene. We rst take into
aount that for onstrutive interferene the GW's hTT+Sjk
, hTT+Rjk
and hTT×Sjk
, hTT×Rjk
must have
approximately the same unit polarization tensors, e. g. , e+Sjk
≈ e+Rjk , e×Sjk ≈ e×Rjk and
for destrutive interferene these GW's must have approximately opposite unit polarization
tensors, e. g. , e+Sjk
≈ −e+Rjk , e×Sjk ≈ −e×Rjk .
Thus, one may realize that the rst ase of approximate similar polarization for the
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GW's hTT+Sjk
, hTT×Sjk
and hTT+Rjk
, hTT×Rjk
must orresponds to cos(k(rSnˆS − rRnˆR)) = 1 and the
seond ase of approximate opposite polarization for these GW's orresponds to cos(k(rSnˆS−
rRnˆR)) = −1. This may also be realized by using the trigonometri identity cos(k(rSnˆS −
rRnˆR)) = cos(krSnˆS) cos(krRnˆR) + sin(krSnˆS) sin(krRnˆR) from whih one may onlude
that for cos(k(rSnˆS − rRnˆR)) = 1 the angles krSnˆS and krRnˆR respetively related to the
subjet and referene GW's should be approximately the same or dier by 2pin, where
n = 0, ±1, ±2,±3..... The latter relations between the angles krSnˆS and krRnˆR means
that the polarizations of the orresponding GW's are the same and, therefore, onstrutively
interfere. In a similar manner one may realize that for cos(k(rSnˆS−rRnˆR)) = −1 the former
angles should be separated from eah other by (2n+1)·pi, where n = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3..... whih
means that the orresponding polarizations of these waves are opposite to eah other and,
therefore, destrutively interfere. Thus, sine as just mentioned the two ases of cos(k(rSnˆS−
rRnˆR)) = 1 and cos(k(rSnˆS− rRnˆR)) = −1 respetively orrespond to the same (ostrutive
interferene) and opposite (destrutive interferene) polarizations for the GW's hTT+Sjk
, hTT×Sjk
and hTT+Rjk
, hTT×Rjk
one may rewrite Eq (15) as
I(S+R)jk(cos(k(rS nˆS−rRnˆR))=±1
=
(
e+Sjk
(A+S ±A+R) + e×Sjk (A×S ± A×R)
)2
(16)
For further substantiating the former disussion we refer to Figure 1 and, therefore, we
partiularize the general indies j and k and assume, for example, j = k = nˆ1. We also
denote the horizontal and vertial axes in Figure 1 by nˆ1 and nˆ2 respetively. Thus, for
j = k = nˆ1 and cos(k(rSnˆS − rRnˆR)) = 1 Eq (16) beomes
I(S+R)nˆ1nˆ1(cos(k(rS nˆS−rRnˆR))=1)
=
(
e+Snˆ1nˆ1
(A+S + A+R)
)2
= (17)
=
(
(enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ1 − enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ2)(A+S + A+R)
)2
,
where we use the rst of Eqs (4). From the last equation one may realize that the unit
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polarization tensors e+Snˆ1nˆ1
and e+Rnˆ1nˆ1
are similar to eah other whih means that the
GW's hTT+Rnˆ1nˆ1
and hTT+Snˆ1nˆ1
at in idential manner upon the ensemble of TP's B whih is
to turn it from a irular form to an ellipti one so that they are onstrutively interfering
together.
In a similar manner one may disuss the ase of cos(k(rSnˆS − rRnˆR)) = −1 so that for
j = k = nˆ1 Eq (16) may be rewritten as
I(S+R)nˆ1nˆ1(cos(k(rS nˆS−rRnˆR))=−1) =
(
e+Snˆ1nˆ1
(A+S −A+R)
)2
= (18)
=
(
(enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ1 − enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ2)(A+S −A+R)
)2
,
where we again use the rst of Eqs (4). From the last equation one may realize that, as
mentioned, the unit polarization tensors e+Snˆ1nˆ1
and e+Rnˆ1nˆ1
are opposite to eah other.
That is, the GW's hTT+Snˆ1nˆ1
and hTT+Rnˆ1nˆ1
at in ontraditing manner upon the ensemble of
TP's B so that, for A+S ≈ A+R , the resulting ation is almost null whih means that they
are destrutively interfering with eah other.
When, however, the general indies jk are partiularized to j = nˆ1 and k = nˆ2 then
one may follow the former disussion and onlude that for cos(k(rSnˆS − rRnˆR)) = 1 the
polarization tensors e×Snˆ1nˆ2
, e×Rnˆ1nˆ2
of the respetive GW's hTT×Snˆ1nˆ2
, hTT×Rnˆ1nˆ2
are similar to
eah other. Thus, Eq (16) may be rewritten in this ase as
I(S+R)nˆ1nˆ2(cos(k(rS nˆS−rRnˆR))=1)
=
(
e×Snˆ1nˆ2
(A×S + A×R)
)2
= (19)
=
(
(enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ2 + enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ1)(A×S + A×R)
)2
,
where we use the seond of Eqs (4). As seen from the last equation the unit polarization
tensors e×Snˆ1nˆ2
and e×Rnˆ1nˆ2
are similar to eah other whih means that the GW's hTT×Snˆ1nˆ2
and hTT×Rnˆ1nˆ2
at in idential manner upon the ensemble of TP's B whih, as seen from
Figure 1, is omposed of; (1) turning it from a irular form to an ellipti one and (2)
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rotating it by 45 degrees so that they are onstrutively interfering together. The ase of
cos(k(rSnˆS−rRnˆR)) = −1 may also be disussed in a similar manner so that for j = nˆ1, k =
nˆ2 Eq (16) may be rewritten as
I(S+R)nˆ1nˆ2(cos(k(rS nˆS−rRnˆR))=−1)
=
(
e×Snˆ1nˆ2
(A×S −A×R)
)2
= (20)
=
(
(enˆ1 ⊗ enˆ2 + enˆ2 ⊗ enˆ1)(A×S − A×R)
)2
,
where we again use the seond of Eqs (4). As realized from the last equation the unit
polarization tensors e×Snˆ1nˆ2
and e×Rnˆ1nˆ2
are opposite to eah other. That is, the GW's
hTT×Snˆ1nˆ2
and hTT×Rnˆ1nˆ2
at in ontraditing manner upon the ensemble of TP's B so that, for
A×S ≈ A×R the resulting ation is almost null whih means that they are destrutively
interfering with eah other.
As for the gravitational hologram we may understand its nature, as emphasized in [16℄,
from the known orresponding holograms used in optis holography. The latter are pre-
pared [17, 18℄ so as to eiently reord the initial onstrutive interferene of the subjet
and referene waves so that direting later the referene wave upon its surfae results in
reonstruting the initial subjet wave [17, 18℄.
A great simpliation of the reording proess is obtained in optis holography, as done
in [18℄, when one disusses a small area holograms in whih ase one may assume a linear
reording proess [18℄. This proess is also used in [16℄ for the gravitational ase and were
theoretially shown that one may reonstrut the initial subjet gravitational wave. That
is, as shown in [16℄, the imprinted spaetime of the subjet GW hTTSjk = h
TT
+Sjk
+ hTT×Sjk
upon
the small region A (see Figure 2) beomes eetive in the sense that if a reonstruting
GW, whih should be idential to the original referene wave, passes through this region
the eet is to ause a ontration of A along some axis and elongation along another as
shown in Figure 1. This is the meaning by whih gravitational holographi images should be
understood. In other words, assuming as in optis holography [17, 18℄, that the spaetime
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region exposed to the interfering subjet and referene GW's aquires some transmittane
tTTE whih depends upon this exposure E one may suppose the following:
(1) the exposure E is proportional to the intensity IS+R from Eq (13) so that E = kIS+Rτe
where τE is the exposure time and k a proportionality onstant.
(2) the exposure E may be written as a sum E(r) = E0 + E1(r) of a onstant term E0
and a spae dependent one E1(r) where the restrition to the small region A enables one to
sustain the inequality E1(r) < E0 over A.
(3) Using (2) one may write the transmittane tTTE over A as a Taylor series in whih the
oeients of the seond and higher order terms may be negleted. That is
tTTE = t
TT (ETT0 ) + E
TT
1
dtE
dE
|ETT0 +
1
2
(ETT1 )
2d
2tE
dE2
|ETT0 + · · · , (21)
where
d2tE
dE2
|ETT0 ≈
d3tE
dE3
|ETT0 ≈≈ ....0. Thus, as for optis hologram [17, 18℄ and as shown in
[16℄, for reonstruting the subjet wave hTTSjk one should send through A a reonstruting
GW, whih is idential to the referene wave hTTRjk , so that using (1)-(3) and Eq (21) one
obtains
W = hTTRjkt
TT
E = h
TT
Rjk
ETT1 (r)
dtE
dE
|ETT0 = CTT · h
TT
Sjk
, (22)
where CTT is a proportionality onstant. In Table 1 we have outlined and followed the whole
gravitational holographi proess from the initial separate subjet and referene GW's until
the nal formed trapped surfae. Sine, as mentioned, this proess is based upon the om-
parison done in [16℄ between the optial holographi theory [17, 18℄ and the linearized version
of general relativity [1, 2℄ we have also desribed in Table 1 the orresponding optis holo-
graphi proess. Thus, one may see in this table side by side the orresponding expressions
for the two proesses.
We should note here that unlike the EM eld whih may, experimentally, be traed and
loated in any region in spae however small it is the gravitational eld an not be loated
[1℄ in suh a manner. That is, as emphasized in [1℄ (see P. 955 in [1℄), the stress-energy
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arried by gravitational waves an not be loalized inside a wavelength et. However, one
an say that a ertain amount of stress-energy is ontained in a given "marosopi" region.
That is, the gravitational wave formalism is applied for averages over several wavelengths.
However, as mentioned, for very small wavelength, whih is the limit disussed here, not
only this formalism is valid but also the omparison between it and the EM one.
4 Calulation of the embedded surfae
As mentioned, the holographi image over A have a spaetime geometry whih is the same as
the spaetime geometry of the subjet GW hTTSjk . We have also mentioned that the spaetime
geometry of the trapped surfae is the same as that of the GW whih gives rise to it [5, 11℄.
This similarity between the holographi images and trapped surfae lead us to suppose
that, theoretially, they are similar entities. Thus, one may be tempted to use the known
embedding methods [5, 11℄ of alulating the geometry of trapped surfaes for nding the
geometry of the gravitational holographi images. Now, sine the embedding of the alulated
geometry is into the Eulidean spae [5℄ we have rst to onvert the tensor metri omponents
hTTnˆ1nˆ1 = −h
TT
nˆ2nˆ2
, hTTnˆ1nˆ2 = h
TT
nˆ2nˆ1
from Eqs (5)-(6), whih were alulated in the nˆ, nˆ1, nˆ2
system, into the xˆ, yˆ, zˆ Eulidean system. That is, substituting nˆ = zˆ, nˆ1 = xˆ, nˆ2 =
yˆ, r = xˆx+ yˆy + zˆz one may write the Eulidean metri omponents as
hTTxˆxˆ = ℜ
(
A+e+xˆxˆe
−ifteikrzˆ
)
= A+e+xˆxˆ · cos(kz − ft) =
= −hTTyˆyˆ = −ℜ
(
A+e+yˆyˆe
−ifteikrzˆ
)
= −A+e+yˆyˆ · cos(kz − ft) (23)
hTTxˆyˆ = ℜ
(
A×e×xˆyˆe
−ifteikrzˆ
)
= A×e×xˆyˆ · cos(kz − ft) =
= hTTyˆxˆ = ℜ
(
A×e×yˆxˆe
−ifteikrzˆ
)
= A×e×yˆxˆ · cos(kz − ft),
where e+xˆxˆ, e+yˆyˆ , e×xˆyˆ are the Eulidean unit linear-polarization tensors given by Eqs (4)
in whih we substitute nˆ = zˆ, nˆ1 = xˆ, nˆ2 = yˆ. Thus, using the last equations and the
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disussion after Eq (2) one may write the metri from Eq (2) in the TT gauge as
(dsTT )2(xˆ,yˆ,zˆ) = h
TT
xˆxˆ dx
2 + hTTyˆyˆ dy
2 + 2hTTxˆyˆ dxdy = A+e+xˆxˆ · cos(kz − ft)dx
2 +
+A+e+yˆyˆ · cos(kz − ft)dy
2 + 2A×e×xˆyˆ · cos(kz − ft)dxdy = (24)
= A+e+xˆxˆ · cos(kz − ft)(dx
2 − dy2) + 2A×e×xˆyˆ · cos(kz − ft)dxdy,
where the last result was obtained by using e+xˆxˆ = −e+yˆyˆ (see the rst of Eqs (4)). In order
to alulate the embedded surfae of the holographi image we rst express the metri from
Eq (24) in the ylindrial oordinates (ρˆ, φˆ, zˆ) where x = ρ cos(φ), y = ρ sin(φ), z = z so
that
(dsTT )2
(ρˆ,φˆ,zˆ)
= hTTρˆρˆ dρ
2 + hTT
φˆφˆ
dφ2 + hTT
ρˆφˆ
dρdφ =
= A+e+ρˆρˆ · cos(kz − ft)
(
cos(2φ)(dρ2 − ρ2dφ2)− 2ρ sin(2φ)dρdφ
)
(25)
+A×e×
ρˆφˆ
· cos(kz − ft)
(
sin(2φ)(dρ2 − ρ2dφ2) + 2ρ cos(2φ)dρdφ
)
,
where the following trigonometri relations were used (cos2(φ)−sin2(φ)) = cos(2φ), 2 sin(φ) cos(φ) =
sin(2φ). We have also transformed from the artesian unit polarization tensors e+xˆxˆ , e+xˆy
to the orresponding ylindrial ones e+ρˆρˆ , e+ρˆφˆ by using:
(1) The unit polarization tensors in the (exˆ, eyˆ, ezˆ) system e+xˆxˆ = exˆ ⊗ exˆ − eyˆ ⊗ eyˆ =
−e+yˆyˆ , e×xˆyˆ = exˆ ⊗ eyˆ + eyˆ ⊗ exˆ = e×yˆxˆ (see Eqs (4)).
(2) The transformation relations from the (exˆ, eyˆ, ezˆ) oordinate system to the ylindrial
one (eρˆ, eφˆ, ezˆ) [27℄
exˆ = cos(φ)eρˆ − sin(φ)eφˆ, eyˆ = sin(φ)eρˆ + cos(φ)eφˆ, ezˆ = ezˆ,
and (3) the triginometri identities (cos2(φ)− sin2(φ)) = cos(2φ), 2 cos(φ) sin(φ) = sin(2φ).
Thus, the ylindrial unit polarization tensors e+ρˆρˆ , e+ρˆφˆ in Eq (25) are, respetively, given
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by
e+ρˆρˆ = cos(2φ)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eρˆ − eφˆ ⊗ eφˆ
)
− sin(2φ)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eφˆ + eφˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)
(26)
e×
ρˆφˆ
= sin(2φ)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eρˆ − eφˆ ⊗ eφˆ
)
+ cos(2φ)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eφˆ + eφˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)
We assume here, as in [4, 5℄, a no-rotation ase so that hTT
ρˆφˆ
is identially zero. Thus, removing
from Eq (25) the dρdφ part one obtains
(dsTT )2
(ρˆ,φˆ,zˆ)
= hTTρˆρˆ d
2ρ+ hTT
φˆφˆ
d2φ = (27)
= cos(kz − ft)
(
A+e+ρˆρˆ cos(2φ) + A×e×ρˆφˆ sin(2φ)
)(
(dρ2 − ρ2dφ2)
)
We, now, nd the embedding of the holographi image and begin by assuming, as for the
trapped surfaes disussed in [5℄, that its metri in the small surfae A (see Figure 2) is that
of a surfae of rotation z(x, y) related to Eulidean spae. That is, one may write
x = a(ρ) cos(φ), y = a(ρ) sin(φ), z = b(ρ) (28)
Thus, using the expressions for hTTρˆρˆ and h
TT
φˆφˆ
from Eq (27) one may write the metri of the
holographi image as
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 = (a2(ρ)ρ + b
2(ρ)ρ)dρ
2 + a2(ρ)dφ2 = (29)
= hTTρˆρˆ d
2ρ+ hTT
φˆφˆ
d2φ = cos(kz − ft)
(
A+e+ρˆρˆ cos(2φ) + A×e×ρˆφˆ sin(2φ)
)(
dρ2 −
−ρ2dφ2
)
= cos(kz − ft)
[
sin(4φ)
2
(A× −A+)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eφˆ + eφˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)
+
+
(
A+ cos
2(2φ) + A× sin
2(2φ)
)(
eρˆ ⊗ eρˆ − eφˆ ⊗ eφˆ
)] (
d2ρ− ρ2dφ2
)
where aρ(ρ), bρ(ρ) denote the rst derivatives of a, b with respet to ρ and the last result is
obtained by substituting from Eq (26) for e×
ρˆφˆ
, e+ρˆρˆ . Note that when the amplitudes A×, A+
are equal the expression
(
A+e+ρˆρˆ cos(2φ) + A×e×ρˆφˆ sin(2φ)
)
is onsiderably simplied and
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beomes (
A+e+ρˆρˆ cos(2φ) + A×e×ρˆφˆ sin(2φ)
)
= A+
(
eρˆ ⊗ eρˆ − eφˆ ⊗ eφˆ
)
The quantities a(ρ), aρ(ρ) and b(ρ) whih denes the intrinsi geometry of the holographi
image upon the small area A are determined from Eq (29) as
a(ρ) = ρ
[
cos(kz − ft)
{
sin(4φ)
2
(A+ −A×)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eφˆ + eφˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)
+
+
(
A+ cos
2(2φ) + A× sin
2(2φ)
)(
eφˆ ⊗ eφˆ − eρˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)}] 1
2
a(ρ)ρ =
[
cos(kz − ft)
{
sin(4φ)
2
(A+ −A×)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eφˆ + eφˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)
+
+
(
A+ cos
2(2φ) + A× sin
2(2φ)
)(
eφˆ ⊗ eφˆ − eρˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)}] 1
2
(30)
b(ρ) =
∫
dρ
[
cos(kz − ft)
{
sin(4φ)
2
(A× − A+)
(
eρˆ ⊗ eφˆ + eφˆ ⊗ eρˆ
)
+
+
(
A+ cos
2(2φ) + A× sin
2(2φ)
)(
eρˆ ⊗ eρˆ − eφˆ ⊗ eφˆ
)}
− a2(ρ)ρ
] 1
2
Note that the geometry of the small surfae A determined from the former quantities
a(ρ), a(ρ)ρ, b(ρ) is that of the subjet GW h
TT
S
ρˆ,φˆ,zˆ
.
5 Conluding Remarks
We have ontinued and expanded our former disussion [16℄ regarding the holographi prop-
erties of the GW's whih, theoretially, results from a omparison between optis holography
and the linearized version of general relativity. It is argued that the outome of the gravita-
tional holographi proess, whih is the additional urving of the relevant spaetime region
ompared to neighbouring regions may be onsidered as if the spaetime geometry of the
passing GW was implanted upon this spaetime region. Thus, this nite spaetime region
whih arry the geometry of the passing GW may be thought of as a surfae formed by
this GW whih orresponds to the trapped surfaes [5, 11, 10℄ whih are also; (1) imprinted
upon spaetime by passing GW's and (2) arry the same spaetime geometry as that of the
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The passing GW causes periodic changes of the array of test points from circular to elliptic form
n2n2+
e
n2n1n1n1
Phasex+
ee
2n*180 degrees
(2n+1/2)*180 degrees
(2n+1)*180 degrees
(2n+3/2)*180 degrees
Figure 1: A shemati representation of the inuene of a passing plane GW upon a irular
array of test partiles whih periodially hanges its form to ellipti array. The rst olumn
at the left shows the inuene of the unit polarization tensor e+nˆ1nˆ1
, the middle olumn
shows that of the unit polarization tensor e+nˆ2nˆ2
and the right olumn represents e×nˆ1nˆ2
.
Note that e+nˆ1nˆ1
= −e+nˆ2nˆ2
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Figure 2: The onstrutive interferene proess of the subjet and referene waves over the
small region A shown in the middle of the gure. Other small regions, denoted E and F are
shown higher and lower than A. The lines, representing the GW's whih proeed to these
regions are shown in dashed forms.
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generating GW's. Moreover, this orrespondene is more emphasized by noting that it has
already been found [6, 7℄ that the ollision between two plane GW's results in the overall
strenghtening of them [6, 7℄ (orresponds to onstrutive interferene) and the formation of
a singularity, whih is generally surrounded by a surfae, in the involved region.
Now, although these trapped surfaes are generally disussed in the literature [5, 10, 8, 9℄
as formed from strong GW's whih do not onform to the linearized version of general
relativity and the resulting weak GW's disussed here it should be noted, as mentioned,
that we only disuss here the situation in the presene of these GW's. That is, as already
emphasized in [10℄, weak GW's do not leave any impression upon the relevant spaetime
region after passing and disappearing from it but they obviously inuene this nite region
during their presene in it. Thus, although the GW's, inluding the weak ones, move with
the veloity c of light one may disuss either the situation at the very instant at whih
this wave passes this region or the situation at whih a large number of similar waves are
passing one after the other through this region. Moreover, we disuss here the onstrutive
interferene of two GW's whih have a larger inuene upon spaetime ompared to that of
the single one. And indeed it is shown here that these GW's does form during their presene
in the relevant spaetime region a trapped surfae whih, as mentioned, remains and stays
so long as the forming waves does not disappear from it.
We note that unlike the EM holographi images whih are 3-D surfaes seen by the naked
eye and so may be diretly disussed in observational terms suh as length, distane, intensity
et the gravitational holographi images, atually, denote hanges of spaetime urvature and
topology [25, 26℄ whih an not be diretly observed and measured (see disussion in [16℄).
Moreover, the eorts to experimentally detet [28℄ GW's did not sueed thus far. However,
this does not prevent us to use the equivalene priniple [1, 21℄ and desribe any physial event
in terms of either urved spaetime in vauum without resorting to any physial interations
or in terms of physial partiles subjeted to physial orrelations and fores in otherwise
at spaetime.
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In order to illustrate our meaning we refer to the linearized GW disussed here and
in [16℄ whih hanges spaetime urvature in the region passed by it so that, as shown in
Figure 1, n test partiles (TP) arrayed in irular form is transformed to an ellipti one.
This proess may be disussed from the point of view of urved spaetime so that the n
partiles are represented by n Einstein-Rosen bridges [24℄ eah of them is surrounded by
an intrinsi trapped (minimal) surfae [5, 11℄. And their being now in loations in whih
they are generally loser to eah other (as in an ellipse array) is desribed by an additional
trapped surfae [11℄ (the n+ 1-st one) whih onnet all the n Einstein-Rosen bridges. One
may alternatively desribe this proess by saying that n physial partiles, whih are always
situated in at spaetime, have undergone some physial orrelation whih hanges their
initial spatial array from a irular form to an ellipti one.
A APPENDIX A
B The linearized gravitational wave
In this appendix we refer to a TP whih fall freely along the geodesi A and wathes another
TP falling freely along a neighbouring geodesi B. Referring to the general ase of a oor-
dinate system in whih the basis eβ hanges arbitrarily but smoothly from point to point
and denoting the tangent vetor to the geodesi
ˆG(n, τ) as u = ∂
ˆG(n,τ)
∂τ
one may write the
veloity of the TP along B relative to that along A as
∇un = (n
β;γ u
γ)eβ (A1)
nβ;γ is the ovariant derivative of n
β
given by [1, 21℄
nβ;γ =
dnβ
dxγ
+ Γβµγn
µ, (A2)
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where
Γβµγ = g
νβΓνµγ =
1
2
gνβ(gνµ,γ + gνγ,ν − gµγ,ν) (A3)
The expression between the irular parentheses in (A1) represents the omponents of ∇un
and is denoted by
Dnβ
dτ
. Thus, using Eq (A1) one may write [1℄
Dnβ
dτ
= nβ;γ u
γ =
dnβ
dγ
+ Γβµγn
µdx
γ
dτ
(A4)
The aeleration of the TP along B relative to that along A is [1℄
∇u(∇un) = −R, (A5)
where R is the Riemann urvature tensor given in omponent form as [1, 21℄
Rαβγδ =
∂Γαβδ
∂xγ
−
∂Γαβγ
∂xδ
+ ΓαµγΓ
µ
βδ − Γ
α
µδΓ
µ
βγ (A6)
Eq (A5) may be written in omponent form as [1℄
D2nα
dτ 2
= −Rαβγδu
βuδnγ (a7)
Now, returning to the loal Lorentz frame represented by the metri (4) one may realize that
sine, as mentioned, x0 = τ on the world line xj = 0 of A the relation (A7) redues to the
muh simplied form
D2nj
dτ 2
= −Rj0k0n
k = −Rj0k0n
k (A8)
We note that the transverse trae-free (TT) oordinate system may move, to rst order in
the metri perturbation hTTjk , with TP A and with its proper referene frame. Thus, to rst
order in hTTjk , one may identify the time t in the oordinate system TT with the proper time
τ of the TP A so as to have RTTj0k0 = Rj0k0. In the last equality the Rj0k0 at the right is
alulated in the proper referene frame of A and that at the left is alulated in the TT
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oordinate system where it has been shown (see Eq (35.10) in [1℄) to assume the very simple
form of
Rj0k0 = −
1
2
hTTjk,00 (A9)
One may notie that sine the TT oordinate system moves with the proper referene frame
of TP A they are both denoted by the same indies (0, k, j) without having to use primed and
unprimed indies. Note that sine the origin is attahed to A's geodesi the omponents of
the separating vetor n are, atually, the oordinates of B. That is, denoting the oordinates
of A and B by xjA and x
j
B respetively one may write n
j = xjB−x
j
A = x
j
B−0 = x
j
B. One may
also notie that at xj = 0 the onnetion oeients Γµαβ satisfy Γ
µ
αβ = 0 for all x
0
. This
entails also the vanishing of
dΓµ
αβ
dτ
thereby the ovariant derivative
D2nj
dτ2
beomes ordinary
derivative and, using Eq (A9), one may write Eq (A8) as
d2x
j
B
dτ 2
= −Rj0k0x
k
B =
1
2
(
∂2hTTjk
∂t2
)xkB (A10)
We hoose the initial ondition that the test partiles at A and B were at rest before the
wave arrives, that is, x
j
B = x
j
B(0) when h
TT
jk = 0. In this ase the solution of Eq (A10) is
x
j
B(τ) = x
k
B(0)(δjk +
1
2
hTTjk )atA, (A11)
whih represents the hange in B's plae due to the passing wave as alulated in the proper
referene frame of A. The hTTjk at the right hand side of the last equation represents the
perturbation aused by advaning gravitational wave whih may be assumed to have any
form. One may hoose any general waveform whih may analytially expressed as an innite
expansion of salar, vetor or tensor spherial harmonis [2℄ or one may prefer an exat plane
gravitational wave (see Setion 35.9 in [1℄).
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B The EM trapped surfae
As emphasized in [1℄ (see Pages 961-962 there), the EM plane wave equation "has exatly
the form of the equation for the gravitational plane wave" and "in the limit of very small
wavelength the two solutions are ompletely indistinguishable. Their metris are idential"
et. Thus, in this limit one may use the former proess of nding the geometry of the
gravitational trapped surfae for alulating the orresponding surfae related to EM waves.
We should only take into aount that an EM wave advaning along the z diretion is
haraterized by the unit polarization vetors exˆ, eyˆ. Thus, as in Eq (18), one may write
the EM metri omponents hEMxˆxˆ , h
EM
yˆyˆ as
hEMxˆxˆ = ℜ
(
Axexˆe
−ifteikrzˆ
)
= Axexˆ · cos(kz − ft) (B1)
hEMyˆyˆ = ℜ
(
Ayeyˆe
−ifteikrzˆ
)
= Ayeyˆ · cos(kz − ft),
where Ax, Ay are the x and y amplitudes of the EM wave whih are onsidered to be equal
as the orresponding xx and yy omponents of the amplitude A+ (see Pages (952-953) in
[1℄). Using the last equation one may write the metri in the (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) oordinate system as
(dsEM)2(xˆ,yˆ,zˆ) = h
EM
xˆxˆ dx
2 + hEMyˆyˆ dy
2 = Ax cos(kz − ft)
(
exˆdx
2 + eyˆdy
2
)
(B2)
Using the transformation relations x = ρ cos(φ), y = ρ sin(φ), z = z, exˆ = cos(φ)eρˆ −
sin(φ)eφˆ, eyˆ = sin(φ)eρˆ + cos(φ)eφˆ, ezˆ = ezˆ, we rst express the metri from Eq (B2) in
the ylindrial oordinate system (ρˆ, φˆ, zˆ) and use, as for the gravitational ase (see the
disussion after Eq (21)), the no-rotation assumption for whih hEM
ρˆφˆ
dρdφ is identially zero
so that
(dsEM)2
(ρˆ,φˆ,zˆ)
= hEMρˆρˆ dρ
2 + hEM
φˆφˆ
dφ2 = Aρ,φ cos(kz − ft)·
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·
[{(
cos3(φ) + sin3(φ)
)
eρˆ +
(
sin2(φ) cos(φ)− cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eφˆ
}
dρ2+ (B3)
+
{(
sin2(φ) cos(φ) + cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eρˆ +
(
cos3(φ)− sin3(φ)
)
eφˆ
}
ρ2dφ2
]
Using again, as in Eq (23), the relations x = a(ρ) cos(φ), y = a(ρ) sin(φ), z = b(ρ) one
may write the metri as
(dsEM)2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 = (a2(ρ)ρ + b
2(ρ)ρ)dρ
2 + a2(ρ)dφ2 =
= hEMρˆρˆ d
2ρ+ hEM
φˆφˆ
d2φ = cos(kz − ft)· (B4)
·
[{(
cos3(φ) + sin3(φ)
)
eρˆ +
(
sin2(φ) cos(φ)− cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eφˆ
}
dρ2+
+
{(
sin2(φ) cos(φ) + cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eρˆ +
(
cos3(φ)− sin3(φ)
)
eφˆ
}
ρ2dφ2
]
The appropriate expressions a(ρ), a(ρ)ρ, b(ρ) whih determine the geometry of the relevant
trapped surfae are obtained from Eq (B4) as
a(ρ) = ρ
[
cos(kz − ft)
{(
sin2(φ) cos(φ) + cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eρˆ +
(
cos3(φ)− sin3(φ)
)
eφˆ
}] 1
2
a(ρ)ρ =
[
cos(kz − ft)
{(
sin2(φ) cos(φ) + cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eρˆ +
(
cos3(φ)− sin3(φ)
)
eφˆ
}] 1
2
b(ρ) =
∫
dρ
[
cos(kz − ft)
{(
cos3(φ) + sin3(φ)
)
eρˆ +
(
sin2(φ) cos(φ)− cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eφˆ
}
−
−a2(ρ)ρ
] 1
2
(B5)
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Table 1: The table ompares the holographi evolutions for the eletromagneti and gravi-
tational waves from the initial stage of following the separate subjet and referene waves to
the nal stage of reonstruting the subjet wave and forming the trapped surfaes.
N The holographi evolutions The eletromagneti The gravitational
for the eletromagneti wave holography. wave holography.
and gravitational waves.
1 The initial subjet and referene SEM
jk
=(ASj eSj+ASkeSk )· h
TT
Sjk
=(A+Se+Sjk
+A×Se×Sjk
)·
waves where eSj , eSk , eRj , eRk ·e
−ifteikrS nˆS ·e−ifteikrS nˆS
are the EM polarization vetors
and e+Sjk
, e+Sjk
, e×Rjk
, e+Rjk
are REM
jk
=(ARj eRj+ARkeRk )· h
TT
Rjk
=(A+Re+Rjk
+A×Re×Rjk
)·
the GW polarization tensors. ·e−ifteikrRnˆR ·e−ifteikrRnˆR
2 The total intensities of the inter- IEM
S+R=I
EM
(S+R)0
+IEM
(S+R)1
= ITT
S+R=I
TT
(S+R)0
+ITT
(S+R)1
=
-fering subjet and referene waves
(
ASjeSj+ASkeSk
)
·
(
A+Se+Sjk
+A×Se×Sjk
)
·
where IEM(S+R)0 , I
TT
(S+R)0
denote the ·
(
ASj eSj+ASkeSk
)∗
+ ·
(
A+Se+Sjk
+A×S e×Sjk
)∗
+
terms whih do not depend upon +
(
ARjeRj+ARkeRk
)
· +
(
A+Re+Rjk
+A×Re×Rjk
)
·
the omplex exponentials and ·
(
ARj eRj+ARkeRk
)∗
+ ·
(
A+Re+Rjk
+A×Re×Rjk
)∗
+
IEM(S+R)1 , I
TT
(S+R)1
denote the terms +
[(
ASjeSj+ASkeSk
)
· +
[(
A+Se+Sjk
+A×S e×Sjk
)
·
whih depend upon them ·
(
ARj eRj+ARkeRk
)]
· ·
(
A+Re+Rjk
+A×Re×Rjk
)]
·
·eik(rSnS−rRnR) ·eik(rSnS−rRnR)
3 The exposure related to the total EEM=EEM0 +EEM1 =IEMS+Rτe= ETT=ETT0 +ETT1 =ITTS+Rτe=
intensities where τe is the expo- =IEM(S+R)0τe+I
EM
(S+R)1
τe =ITT(S+R)0
τe+ITT(S+R)1
τe
-sure time
4 The optis and GW holograms t
EEM
=tEM(EEM0 )+E
EM
1
dtE
dE
|
EEM
0
t
ETT
=tTT (ETT0 )+E
TT
1
dtE
dE
|
ETT
0
expressed by the respetive + 1
2
(ETT1 )
2 d
2tE
dE2
|
ETT
0
+··· + 1
2
(ETT1 )
2 d
2tE
dE2
|
ETT
0
+···
amplitude transmittanes tEEM
and tETT as funtions of the
exposures EEM , ETT in the
limit of linear reording
5 For reonstruting the holographi REM
jk
=(ARj eRj+ARkeRk )· h
TT
Rjk
=(A+Re+Rjk
+A×Re×Rjk
)·
EM and gravitational images the ·e−ifteikrRnˆR ·e−ifteikrRnˆR
referene waves REMjk , h
TT
Rjk
are
sent to the respetive holograms
tEEM and tETT
6 The referene waves REMjk and h
TT
Rjk
REM
jk
·t
EEM
=CEM ·S
EM
jk
= hTT
Rjk
·t
ETT
=CTT ·h
TT
Sjk
=
are deomposed at the respetive =CEM ·(ASjeSj+ASkeSk )· =CTT ·(A+Se+Sjk
+A×Se×Sjk
)·
holograms tEEM and tETT in the ·e
−ifteikrS nˆS ·e−ifteikrS nˆS
limit of linear reording to the
holographi images SEMjk and h
TT
Sjk
where CEM and CTT are onstants
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N The holographi evolutions The eletromagneti The gravitational
for the eletromagneti wave holography. wave holography.
and gravitational waves.
ontinued ontinued ontinued
7 The geometry of the trap- aEM (ρ)=ρ
[
cos(kz−ft)
{(
sin2(φ) cos(φ)+ aTT (ρ)=ρ
[
cos(kz−ft)
{
sin(4φ)
2
·
-ped surfaes resulting from +cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eρˆ+
(
cos3(φ)− ·(A+−A×)
(
eρˆ⊗eφˆ+eφˆ⊗eρˆ
)
+
the inuenes of the EM − sin3(φ)
)
e
φˆ
}] 1
2
+
(
A+ cos2(2φ)+A× sin2(2φ)
)
·
and gravitational waves. ·
(
e
φˆ
⊗e
φˆ
−eρˆ⊗eρˆ
)}] 1
2
The trapped surfae for
the EM ase results for aEM (ρ)ρ=
[
cos(kz−ft)
{(
sin2(φ) cos(φ)+ aTT (ρ)ρ=
[
cos(kz−ft)
{
sin(4φ)
2
·
the speial ondition of +cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
eρˆ+
(
cos3(φ)− ·(A+−A×)
(
eρˆ⊗eφˆ+eφˆ⊗eρˆ
)
+
very small wavelength. − sin3(φ)
)
e
φˆ
}] 1
2
+
(
A+ cos2(2φ)+A× sin2(2φ)
)
·
Note that the geometries ·
(
e
φˆ
⊗e
φˆ
−eρˆ⊗eρˆ
)}] 1
2
given by aEM(ρ), aEM(ρ)ρ
bEM(ρ), aTT (ρ), aTT (ρ)ρ, bEM (ρ)=
∫
dρ
[
cos(kz−ft)
{(
cos3(φ)+ bTT (ρ)=
∫
dρ
[
cos(kz−ft)
{
sin(4φ)
2
bTT (ρ) are for the +sin3(φ)
)
eρˆ+
(
sin2(φ) cos(φ)− ·(A×−A+)
(
eρˆ⊗eφˆ+eφˆ⊗eρˆ
)
+
embedding surfaes only − cos2(φ) sin(φ)
)
e
φˆ
}
−(aEM (ρ)ρ)2
] 1
2
+
(
A+ cos2(2φ)+A× sin2(2φ)
)
·
(see text). ·
(
eρˆ⊗eρˆ−eφˆ⊗eφˆ
)}
−(aTT (ρ)ρ)2
] 1
2
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